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Skyrme has shown that the SU (3 SU(2) chiral model has nontrivial topological sectors
with static solutions for suitable Lagrangians.
The baryon number & and strargeness of
these sectors have been studied, and the existence of bound states of the nucleon field
to the lightest solitons is shown. It is found that there must be long-lived levels with
6 GeV some having half-integral charge and ex(B( 26 and (s( 26 and 1.8 GeV(m
otic relation between' and s, that can be pair produced in, say, e e collisions.

(6.

PACS numbers:

12.35.Eq, 11.30.Rd, 14.80.Pb

It is well known that the low-energy behavior of QCD, i. e. , pion-nucleon
scribed by the chiral SU(2)& I3 SU(2)~ effective Lagrangian, '

2

= pfp

Tr(6 pu

6 pu)

+(32e )

f,

Tg [Bpuu,

6 ~uu

=67 MeV. u(x) is a: 2&&2 SU(2) matrix.
where
For all finite-energy configurations, u(r) 1 as
The term

-

4, gives

the standard

current-algebra

results. Terms quartic in the derivatives, like
S„appear when we include results beyond the
soft-pion limit or from renormalization effects. '
In this Letter, we discuss some unusual conse1124

]

}+.. . =2
~

+Zioi

+. . .

physics,

can be well de-

~

guences of the Lagrangian (1) associated with soliton solutions. Skyrme" has shown that this model has nontrivial topological sectors labeled by
the integer-valued charge
f =(46~')

",„,Jd'~ Tr(1, [I, , IJ),

where I; =8;uu
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If e

&,

(2)

the sectors t&0 admit
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static solutions of the form,
u (x) = cos9 (r) +

"

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS

'

ir x sin9 (~),

(3)

strategy of Goldstone and Wilczek' and Jackiw 2nd
' Nucleons couple to the pions through
chirally invariant Yukawa terms of the form

co-workers.

where

g'= -m(N~uN~+ H. c. ) =

t= '[9(0)-9(™)].

lT

For the Ansatz

with variational parameter R, the minimum of
energy for 2, + Z, occurs when R =R, = 1/2ef
This gives an estimate for the soliton mass M,

„.

M
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~E„„;,= 118f,/e.

= eos9(&)1+i7 *my,

m-NUN,

sin9(r).

where 1 is the unit matrix.
I.et l t) denote the ground state of the solitonic
sector with topological number t. The notation
suppresses a possible degeneracy index. ' ' On
the basis of known results and techniques,
for couplings of the form (7), it can be shown
that the baryon number B of t) is t, i.e. ,

"

l

(6)

We shall estimate the numerical magnitude of e
(and hence M) later. The value of M is not sensitive to the form of the Ansatz for 9(y).
Our investigation is aimed at understanding the
properties of these solitons, particularly their
quantum numbers, by studying the bound states
of fermions coupled to these. We follow the

(t fa'x
l

N "N

For a baryon

l

t) =t(tl t).

N ' of

(6)

isospin

I,

the coupling anal-

ogous to (7) is

&I =

mICN-R

uI NI.

+H

e.),

where uI is the representative of u in the representation with isospin I. For this interaction, we
have

(10)

[Notice that TrI, [I, , I,j~„„is proportional to the
trace of the quadratic Casimir operator f or the
representation I, i.e. , -I(I+1)(2I+ 1). Equation
(10) is the properly normalized version of this

statement. ]
Thus for the baryon octet of the eightfold way
(with nucleon and -= doublets and & triplet), we
have B = 6t for the ground state t). The coupling
of additional fermions will increase this number.
(We note here that it has been suggested before
that B= +t. 3 5) A similar calculations shows that
the strangeness of t) is —6t in the presence of
the baryon octet. [The relation Y =0 is not, however, maintained for an arbitrary SU(3) multiplet
of baryons. ] Thus we reach our first eonelusion:
These solitons axe characterized by ~elati vely
high baryon number and strangeness (& 6 in magl

~

u

The bound states of the nucleon Ã to the soliton
are determined by the Hamiltonian
H =o. ~

p+mPII.

This form of the Hamiltonian is awkward for approximate computations of the spectrum because
of the large factor m in the interaction. To circumvent this difficulty, we first make the unitary
transf ormation
H' =VIIV =

l

nitude).
An unambiguous theoretical determination of
spin s and isospin I of these states is known to be
difficult. Skyrme and others' ' have argued that
the states l+ 1) have s =I=&. In any event, depending on the value of Y and I, such states may
be fractionally charged (if, for instance, the electric charge is given by the usual formula Q =I,
+ Y/2). They may also have an exotic connection
between B and s (for instance, even B and half-

integer

s).

V

a @+Pm, P =p —iuVut(1+y, )/2,
(12)

=u(1+y, )/2+ 1(1 —y, )/2.

If the soliton size A, is large compared to m ',
by standard Foldy-Wouthuysen transformations.
The new Hamiltonian up
to leading terms in 1/m is

II' can be simplified

"

II" =Ill(2m) '(n -0)'+ml-zn

~

uvu y, /2,

(13)

=p —sulu

It commutes with J = r p + a/2 + r/2 [where the
Pauli matrices 0 and & act on spin and isospin
labels, respectively, if u has the form (3)].
The Hamiltonian H" has no zero-energy bound
state in contrast to many previous examples.
&&

"
1125
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But it does have (at least) one positive-energy
=0 if a has t
bound state with
1 [and a negative-energy bound state with J =0 if u has t =+1]
if e is not too large. The differential equation
for the =0 bound-state wave function can be
The details will be
found by standard methods.
given elsewhere. In the P -diagonal representation, the last two components of positive-energy
solutions are zero while the first two components
can be written as p, „where a and n are isospin
and spin labels. We can use the sensate

=-

J

J

'

(where the variational parameter 1/k is a measure of the size of the bound state and e is the normalization constant) and the form (7) for 9 to estimate the bound-state energy in this representation. The eigenvalue p of EI" found in this way is
p =m —3 ~ 4f, e.
(15)
=
It occurs when 1/k equals 1/k, (0.17/f, )(1/e).
(The value of p does not sensitively depend on the
form of p. ) If the soliton energy is M, the actual
mass of this bound state including the background

soliton energy is ~+ p.
If I- 1) denotes the t =-1 soliton state (with
filled Dirac sea and mass M), then the nucleon
bound to the soliton has the state at I-1) where
a is the bound-state creation operator. It is defined by second quantizing V (Ref. 9):

=a++ continuum terms,

N

jW. (x, t), N, '('y, t)}=&.t35'6

-y).
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"

The possibility of exotic states in the presence
of solitons is very well known in the literature.
What is interesting is that such states seem to occur in the chiral model which is so close to present-day experiments in particle physics.
A numerical estimate of the soliton mass
can
be obtained as follows. Note that e cannot be too
small and hence M cannot be too large if is
dominated by the first two terms since a small
value of e leads to a large contribution to lowdoes not affect 8energy &-& scattering. Now
wave scattering lengths while its contribution to
the P-wave scattering length a, ' is (1/32«')[m„/
This is a correction to the standard currentalgebra value 0.03. Expt-'rimentally two conflicting numbers =0.04 and 0.1 have been reported

~

,

f, ]'.

"

for a, '. This suggests the estimate

0.07~ (32«') '(m, /f„)~~ 0.01,
(17)
or for m „= 137 MeV, 2.48 s e ~ 17.39. The values of M and p ean now be estimated from (6) and
(15), 1.9 GeV & M ~ 5 GeV and —12 MeV ~ p ~ 579
MeV. We also find 0.25 PB
&Rp& 0 65PPl
and
0.09m, 's1/k, 60.22m,
For e' as large as
17.39, 1/Rpz is of order of 0.6 and is large
while our approximation methods for p are valid
only if it is small. The lower limit for p is thus
unreliable.
The t&0 levels are characterized by large B
The production of these levels
and strangeness.
by decay of normal matter is thus suppressed.
The combination of these properties with low
mass also makes the t =1 levels very stable.
The pair production of these states, which are
extended, is likely to be inhibited by form-factor
effects. Thus such states do not seem to be
ruled out by available data. We shall now argue
that there is a further suppression factor, at
least as small as about 10 ', for the rate of any
t-nonconserving process (for instance, the annihilation of these states with normal matter with
normal final states) which makes such states
even harder to see.
We recall that Skyrme's topological charge is
not conserved in the o model if the a field is allowed to fluctuate to zero. Thus if we formulate
the latter model in terms of, say, a 2&2 matrix
M with M M =0', then so long as 0 &0, we can
define our u as M/0 without encountering singularities, and t is conserved. But if 0 develops
zeros, u is undefined at these zeros and t need
not be conserved. A semiclassical estimate of
the suppression factor induced by such nonconservation of t is provided by saturating the func-

'.

I

Here + is the bound-state wave function. The
state a "I- 1) is nondegenerate if —1) has I =s =0.
If not, its spin, isospin, and degeneracy are given by that of —1). Note that there is only one
creation operator a because there is only one
bound state with J =0 to the field M. Therefore a
carries zero s and I.
The baryon number & of a is 1 while, as we
saw, it has I =s =0. Thus it is exotic, with fractional (+ ~) electric charge Q =I, +F/2 and wrong
relation between & and s (being bosonie in spin,
but with odd &). The consequence is striking:
Either the state I- 1) or the state a I- 1) is exotic, having half-integral Q and wrong relation between & and s. (We suppose here that either I- 1)
or a —1) is a normal state. )
Analogous considerations apply to the sector
t =+1, and to the bound states of other baryons
(&, -=, . . .). There are also rotational excitations
in the soliton sectors" and their partners creatI

I

"

I

ed bya
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tional integral by the two-meron solution" adapted to chiral models"; this solution can change t
by 1. The positions of the singularities of the
solution are interpreted as idealizations of the
zeros of a. If A. is the action for this solution,
the suppression factor for rates is exp[-2A].
The contribution to A from topology alone is A,
=8&'/e'. With use of the estimate of e', 10
& exp[- 2A, l & 10
The remaining contributions
to exp[-2A] are hard to estimate as they depend
sensitively on the cutoff s used for the meron
size and the size of the zeros of the 0 field. Thus
we regard our estimate for exp[-2A, ] as a rough
indication of the size of the suppression. Note
that the error in identifying A with A, overestimates exp[-2A] since& &A, .
Summarizing, the salient results of this note
are as follows:
(a) Long-lived and extended levels are expected
to exist at the masses 1.9 GeV&M ~ 5 GeV and
1.8 GeV~~ + & 5.6 GeV. Their baryon number
and strangeness are expected to be ~ 6 in magnitude. There are at least two levels at each of
these masses; they are transformed into each
other by charge conjugation. They correspond to

'.
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(b) Levels at M or at M+ p, are exotic, with
fractional electric charge and wrong" relation
between baryon number and spin (in the sense explained before).
Anomalous nuclei with unexpectedly large lifetimes and cross sections (~ 10 times normal
cross sections) have been reported in the literature. It is conceivable that these are some of
the levels we find. Although we do not know of a
good reason why the cross sections of t + 0 states
on normal matter should be enhanced, these
states are poorly understood and such a enhancement cannot be ruled out.
A more detailed description of our work will be
presented elsewhere.
We have benefitted greatly from discussions
with Carl Rosenzweig. We also thank our other

"

colleagues,
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